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AgendaAgenda
ÀÀBenefits of 64-bit  Computing – and IssuesBenefits of 64-bit  Computing – and Issues

llPrerequisites and ResourcesPrerequisites and Resources

ll Identifying and Resolving IssuesIdentifying and Resolving Issues

llTools and Assistants: (Semi-)AutomationTools and Assistants: (Semi-)Automation

llHumans are Humans are StillStill Needed! Needed!

Presentation plus a ready referencePresentation Presentation plusplus a  a ready referenceready reference
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What What won’twon’t  be discussed… be discussed…
ãã General programming for Windows or UNIXGeneral programming for Windows or UNIX®®

uu dealing with big/little dealing with big/little endianendian (byte order) issues (byte order) issues

ãã Ancient history: Win16, DOS, 16-bit Ancient history: Win16, DOS, 16-bit intintss, , ……
ãã How to use compilers and linkersHow to use compilers and linkers
ãã IA-64 Instruction Set or ArchitectureIA-64 Instruction Set or Architecture

uuSee Tue. IA-64 Track Presentation:See Tue. IA-64 Track Presentation:
Understanding the IA-64 Instruction Set ArchitectureUnderstanding the IA-64 Instruction Set Architecture

uu Instruction Set (excellent on-line tutorial):Instruction Set (excellent on-line tutorial):
http://developer.intel.com/vtune/cbts/ia64tuts/index.htm

uuArchitecture Guide (.PDF):Architecture Guide (.PDF):
http://developer.intel.com/design/ia64/downloads/adag.htm

Lots of IA-64 information is available now
elsewhere; take advantage of it!

Lots of IA-64 information is available Lots of IA-64 information is available nownow
elsewhere; take advantage of it!elsewhere; take advantage of it!

AgendaAgenda
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What does IA-64 do for you?What does IA-64 do for you?
llRemoves performance bottlenecksRemoves performance bottlenecks

uu Large register files and huge physical memoryLarge register files and huge physical memory

uuParallelism, branch prediction, memory latency hidingParallelism, branch prediction, memory latency hiding

ll 64-bit Apps solve bigger customer problems64-bit Apps solve bigger customer problems
uu Larger IC chips, better solids modeling, bigger databases, …Larger IC chips, better solids modeling, bigger databases, …

ll Fast, IEEE-accurate floating pointFast, IEEE-accurate floating point
uuScalar or parallel Scalar or parallel fpfp; world-class ; world-class SPECfp SPECfp ratingsratings

ll iA32 iA32 binarybinary compatibility compatibility
uu 32-bit x86 applications can run as they are!32-bit x86 applications can run as they are!

IA-64 improves performance & headroom
while retaining compatibility

IA-64 improves performance & headroomIA-64 improves performance & headroom
while retaining compatibilitywhile retaining compatibility

Benefits and Issues of 64-bit ComputingBenefits and Issues of 64-bit Computing
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What do 64-bit What do 64-bit OSesOSes enable? enable?
llBig in-memory data structuresBig in-memory data structures

ll Large file systems and data filesLarge file systems and data files

ll Efficient large integer calculationsEfficient large integer calculations

llContinued ability to run 32-bit applicationsContinued ability to run 32-bit applications
uu recompiled into IA-64 native instructions, recompiled into IA-64 native instructions, oror

uu as-is IA-32 (“x86”) binariesas-is IA-32 (“x86”) binaries

64-bit OSes (with their compilers) enable use
of the CPU’s 64-bit features

64-bit 64-bit OSesOSes (with their compilers) enable use (with their compilers) enable use
of the CPU’s 64-bit featuresof the CPU’s 64-bit features

Benefits and Issues of 64-bit ComputingBenefits and Issues of 64-bit Computing
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Do I Do I really needreally need 64-bit apps? 64-bit apps?
Benefits and Issues of 64-bit ComputingBenefits and Issues of 64-bit Computing

ll Isn’t 32-bits (Isn’t 32-bits ( ==== 2 23232  ==== 4.3 4.3××101099  ≈≈ 4GBy) enough? 4GBy) enough?

today’stoday’s
13 GBy of13 GBy of
polygonpolygon
datadata

4 GBy of4 GBy of
polygonpolygon

datadata

Today’s IC layouts already exceed 32-bit data capacity
and have to be partitioned to be handled…

Today’s IC layouts Today’s IC layouts already already exceed 32-bit data capacityexceed 32-bit data capacity
and have to be and have to be partitionedpartitioned to be handled… to be handled…
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More Apps Needing “64-bits”…More Apps Needing “64-bits”…
ll Mechanical CAD:Mechanical CAD:

uu Part Assemblies: >2 GBy just for a Part Assemblies: >2 GBy just for a simplesimple
assembled partassembled part

ll Data Warehousing:Data Warehousing:
uu DB: 100 GBy file sizesDB: 100 GBy file sizes

ll ECAD:ECAD:
uu Simulation: 6Simulation: 6××10101010 cycles to simulate a full OS boot cycles to simulate a full OS boot

ll Imaging:Imaging:
uu 223232 bytes is only about 20 sec. of editable, true-color HDTV! bytes is only about 20 sec. of editable, true-color HDTV!

ll Security:Security:
uu fastfast, wide (64-bit) multiply and add, wide (64-bit) multiply and add

Real problems already past 32-bit computing limits;
Data space needs growing at ≈1 bit every 18 months!
RealReal problems  problems already already pastpast 32-bit computing limits; 32-bit computing limits;

Data space needs growing at Data space needs growing at ≈≈1 bit every 18 months!1 bit every 18 months!

Benefits and Issues of 64-bit Computing: Need for 64-bitsBenefits and Issues of 64-bit Computing: Need for 64-bits
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Important TerminologyImportant Terminology
How do we talk about the issues of source code which targetsHow do we talk about the issues of source code which targets

multiple architectures?multiple architectures?
ll Code CleanCode Clean

uu Revising source code to be compilable in Revising source code to be compilable in bothboth 64-bit  64-bit andand 32-bit 32-bit
environmentsenvironments

ll PolymorphicPolymorphic
uu One data item having a different type to different users/viewersOne data item having a different type to different users/viewers
uu A key source of code-clean problemsA key source of code-clean problems

ll “Data Bloat”“Data Bloat”
uu Increase in size of data (n.b.Increase in size of data (n.b.  structstructss) in 64-bit applications) in 64-bit applications

ll CardinalityCardinality
uu The range of numbers a data item can countThe range of numbers a data item can count

Topics that could previously be ignored
in the 32-bit world…

Topics that could Topics that could previouslypreviously be ignored be ignored
in the 32-bit world…in the 32-bit world…

Benefits and Issues of 64-bit ComputingBenefits and Issues of 64-bit Computing
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More TermsMore Terms
ll Reserved WordReserved Word

uu A source code identifier with a special meaning to the OS, compiler,A source code identifier with a special meaning to the OS, compiler,
source code language, header files or function call librariessource code language, header files or function call libraries

uu New ones have appeared; you New ones have appeared; you must notmust not redefine them redefine them

ll Base TypeBase Type
uu A language-defined, built-in data type like A language-defined, built-in data type like longlong or  or shortshort

…… as opposed to: as opposed to:

ll Derived TypeDerived Type
uu A type defined by an OS or function library to more clearly indicate aA type defined by an OS or function library to more clearly indicate a

typetype’’s purpose or size s purpose or size –– like  like HANDLEHANDLE or  or time_ttime_t

uu defined via defined via typedeftypedef or  or #define#define in terms of a base type in terms of a base type

Special kinds of identifiers in your source codeSpecial kinds of identifiers in your source codeSpecial kinds of identifiers in your source code

Benefits and Issues of 64-bit Computing: TerminologyBenefits and Issues of 64-bit Computing: Terminology
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“Data Model”“Data Model”
ll Size relationship between Size relationship between built-in (base) data types built-in (base) data types andand

pointers for a particular OS and hardware combinationpointers for a particular OS and hardware combination

ll Set of Set of derived typesderived types used with OS and API library functions used with OS and API library functions
ll Notion of “natural” or “most efficient” data typeNotion of “natural” or “most efficient” data type

uu intint /  / DWORDDWORD

ll Notion of “biggest natively usable type”Notion of “biggest natively usable type”
uu longlong /  / __int64__int64 /  / long longlong long

ll Notion of a scalable typeNotion of a scalable type
uu 223232 capacity on 32-bit machine capacity on 32-bit machine

uu 226464 capacity on 64-bit machine capacity on 64-bit machine

A Data Model defines the world the
programmer “lives” in

A Data Model defines the world theA Data Model defines the world the
programmer “lives” inprogrammer “lives” in

Benefits and Issues of 64-bit ComputingBenefits and Issues of 64-bit Computing
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Windows & UNIX have divergedWindows & UNIX have diverged
ll The 32-bit world: one, happy “ILP32” familyThe 32-bit world: one, happy “ILP32” family

uu intint, , longlong, , void *void *  (pointer): all 32 bits, UNIX  (pointer): all 32 bits, UNIX oror  Windows  Windows
nn Same (Same (basebase) types for UNIX and Windows) types for UNIX and Windows

uuBoth have named Both have named types derivedtypes derived from the base types from the base types
nn UNIX: UNIX: pidpid_t_t, , size_tsize_t, , time_ttime_t, , off_toff_t, …, …
nn Win32: Win32: LONGLONG, , HANDLEHANDLE, , WPARAMWPARAM, , LPARAMLPARAM, …, …

ll The 64-bit world has differencesThe 64-bit world has differences

UNIX & Windows both tried hard to minimize changes
needed in existing source code; different derived type

models resulted in long being different

UNIX & Windows UNIX & Windows bothboth tried hard to minimize changes tried hard to minimize changes
needed in existing source code; different derived typeneeded in existing source code; different derived type

models resulted in models resulted in longlong being different being different

Benefits and Issues of 64-bit Computing: Data ModelsBenefits and Issues of 64-bit Computing: Data Models

IL32,P64

I32,LP64

Data Model

646432UNIX/64

643232Windows (Win64)

pointerlongintOS
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UNIX/64UNIX/64
ll 64-bit sized types:64-bit sized types:

uu int64_tint64_t, , uintptr_tuintptr_t, …, …

ll Revise some externally-visible OS fields/structuresRevise some externally-visible OS fields/structures
uu socket structure data fields changed from socket structure data fields changed from longlong to  to intint

uu preserve size of on-disk fields like preserve size of on-disk fields like mode_tmode_t

ll carefully defining ranges for derived types like carefully defining ranges for derived types like usecondsuseconds_t_t – –
[1..1,000,000][1..1,000,000]

ll explicit-size data types explicit-size data types <inttypes.h>:<inttypes.h>:

uu int32_tint32_t, , uint16_tuint16_t, …, …

ll scalable “biggest architectural integer” typescalable “biggest architectural integer” type
uu longlong (bit-size polymorphic) (bit-size polymorphic)

But, Win64 approaches scalability differently…But, Win64 approaches But, Win64 approaches scalabilityscalability differently… differently…

Benefits and Issues of 64-bit Computing: Data ModelsBenefits and Issues of 64-bit Computing: Data Models
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Win64Win64
ll 64-bit sized types:64-bit sized types:

uu __int64__int64, , intptrintptr_t_t, , INTPTRINTPTR

ll Replacement data types (upgrades)Replacement data types (upgrades)
uu New types like New types like DWORD_PTRDWORD_PTR, , GWLP_WNDPROCGWLP_WNDPROC, …, …

uu now to be used in Win32 sources alsonow to be used in Win32 sources also

ll explicit-sized data types:explicit-sized data types:
uu LONG32LONG32, , INT16INT16, , DWORD64DWORD64, …, …

ll scalable “biggest architectural integer” type:scalable “biggest architectural integer” type:
uu __int3264__int3264 (bit-size polymorphic) (bit-size polymorphic)

Available and meaningful now for both Win32 and Win64
compilations (since mid-1998 MSFT platform SDK)

Available and meaningful Available and meaningful nownow for  for bothboth Win32 and Win64 Win32 and Win64
compilations (since mid-1998 MSFT platform SDK)compilations (since mid-1998 MSFT platform SDK)

Benefits and Issues of 64-bit Computing: Data ModelsBenefits and Issues of 64-bit Computing: Data Models
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Windows Windows UUniform niform DData ata MModelodel
llAllows single source code baseAllows single source code base
uuneed to use up-to-date MSFT Platform SDKneed to use up-to-date MSFT Platform SDK

llNew integral data typesNew integral data types
uufixed bit-size integersfixed bit-size integers
uuimmediately recognizable pointer-as-integer typeimmediately recognizable pointer-as-integer type

llBenefits:Benefits:
uuportability across Win32 and Win64portability across Win32 and Win64
uuprecise type use improves code design,precise type use improves code design,

understandability, maintainabilityunderstandability, maintainability

Update! Your code then works on all Windows
platforms

Update! Your code then works on all WindowsUpdate! Your code then works on all Windows
platformsplatforms

Benefits and Issues of 64-bit Computing: Data ModelsBenefits and Issues of 64-bit Computing: Data Models
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Fixed-precision integersFixed-precision integers
llnot just INT, LONG, DWORD any morenot just INT, LONG, DWORD any more

Explicit types can clarify code purposeExplicit types can clarify code purposeExplicit types can clarify code purpose

Benefits and Issues of 64-bit Computing: Windows’ UDMBenefits and Issues of 64-bit Computing: Windows’ UDM

unsigned LONG64ULONG64

unsigned LONG32ULONG32

64-bit unsigned INT64UINT64

64-bit signed integerLONG64

64-bit signed integerINT64

64-bit unsigned integerDWORD64

32-bit unsigned INT32UINT32

32-bit signed integerLONG32

32-bit signed integerINT32

32-bit unsigned integerDWORD32
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Pointer-precision integersPointer-precision integers
llThese are These are polymorphicpolymorphic types types
uuthey scale with architecturethey scale with architecture

Many Win32 APIs use now these new types;
your source must adapt to them

Many Win32 APIs use Many Win32 APIs use nownow these new types; these new types;
your source your source mustmust adapt to them adapt to them

Benefits and Issues of 64-bit Computing: Windows’ UDMBenefits and Issues of 64-bit Computing: Windows’ UDM

signed SIZE_TSSIZE_TSSIZE_T

the maximum number of bytes to which a
pointer can refer – or can span; unsigned

SIZE_TSIZE_T

unsigned LONG_PTRULONG_PTRULONG_PTR

unsigned INT_PTRUINT_PTRUINT_PTR

signed long type having pointer precisionLONG_PTRLONG_PTR

signed integral type having pointer precisionINT_PTRINT_PTR

unsigned long type having pointer precisionDWORD_PTRDWORD_PTR
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Special pointer typesSpecial pointer types
ll sized pointerssized pointers

uu ____ptr64ptr64 – 64-bit pointer – 64-bit pointer
uu ____ptr32ptr32 – 32-bit pointer – 32-bit pointer

ll based pointersbased pointers
uu basebase-- plusplus-- displacement addressing expressible in C source!displacement addressing expressible in C source!
uu displacements can be 32-bits (saving space)displacements can be 32-bits (saving space)

ll half pointershalf pointers
uu used in used in structstructs s that have a pointer and 2 small fieldsthat have a pointer and 2 small fields

uu can use to hold can use to hold offsetsoffsets from some 64-bit base pointer from some 64-bit base pointer
uu HALF_PTRHALF_PTR, , UHALF_PTRUHALF_PTR

ll see Microsoft’s “New Data Types” web page:see Microsoft’s “New Data Types” web page:
http://http://msdnmsdn..microsoftmicrosoft.com/library/.com/library/sdkdocsdkdoc//buildappbuildapp/64bitwin_7zg3./64bitwin_7zg3.htmhtm

Useful for careful control of struct sizesUseful for careful control of Useful for careful control of structstruct sizes sizes

Benefits and Issues of 64-bit Computing: Windows’ UDMBenefits and Issues of 64-bit Computing: Windows’ UDM
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New OS APIsNew OS APIs
llOS designers didn’t OS designers didn’t alwaysalways think ahead think ahead

uu “size” parameters couldn’t count big enough (“size” parameters couldn’t count big enough (cardinalitycardinality))

uuDerived types didn’t describe new capabilitiesDerived types didn’t describe new capabilities

uuExternal (on-wire and on-disk) data structures used type namesExternal (on-wire and on-disk) data structures used type names
that became size-polymorphicthat became size-polymorphic

llNew, upward-compatible APIs and typesNew, upward-compatible APIs and types

OSes have added or changed APIs for 64-bits,
but tried to maintain backward compatibility

OSesOSes have added or changed APIs for 64-bits, have added or changed APIs for 64-bits,
but tried to maintain backward compatibilitybut tried to maintain backward compatibility

Benefits and Issues of 64-bit ComputingBenefits and Issues of 64-bit Computing
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UNIXUNIX
ll Expanded sizes of basic types, “consistent-Expanded sizes of basic types, “consistent- izedized ””

type usagetype usage

ll 64-bit sizes, offsets and pointers:64-bit sizes, offsets and pointers:
uu int64_tint64_t, , uint32_tuint32_t, , uintptr_tuintptr_t, …, …

ll Very few new functionsVery few new functions
uu 64-bit offset file operations64-bit offset file operations

ll Some changed functionsSome changed functions
uu use “correct” size-polymorphic typeuse “correct” size-polymorphic type

Agreed-upon by all UNIX vendors
at “Aspen” conference in Feb. 1996
Agreed-upon by all UNIX vendorsAgreed-upon by all UNIX vendors

at “Aspen” conference in Feb. 1996at “Aspen” conference in Feb. 1996

Benefits and Issues of 64-bit Computing: New OS APIsBenefits and Issues of 64-bit Computing: New OS APIs
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New Windows FunctionsNew Windows Functions
uu GetClassLongPtrGetClassLongPtr(), (), SetClassLongPtrSetClassLongPtr()()
uu GetWindowLongPtrGetWindowLongPtr(), (), SetWindowLongPtrSetWindowLongPtr()()

old:old:
LONG prev;

prev= SetWindowLong(hWnd, 12/*field 3*/, (long)pMyData);

new:new:
LONG_PTR prev;

prev= SetWindowLongPtr(hWnd, (int)(2*sizeof(LONG_PTR)),
(LONG_PTR)pMyData); // C-style field count 0, 1, 2, …

In both Win32 and Win64 platform MSFT SDKs
(as of mid 1998 and NT 4 SP 4)

In In bothboth Win32 and Win64 platform MSFT SDKs Win32 and Win64 platform MSFT SDKs
(as of mid 1998 and NT 4 SP 4)(as of mid 1998 and NT 4 SP 4)

Benefits and Issues of 64-bit Computing: New OS APIsBenefits and Issues of 64-bit Computing: New OS APIs
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ll Most due to polymorphism – scale by platformMost due to polymorphism – scale by platform
uu big list – 440 at last countbig list – 440 at last count

•• IA-64 TrackIA-64 Track Techn Techn. Collateral:. Collateral:  CodeCln-WinAPIchg.htm

ll some examples:some examples:
uu InterlockedIncrementInterlockedIncrement()(), , VirtualAllocExVirtualAllocEx()(),,

CallWindowProcCallWindowProc()(), , WinHelpWinHelp()(), , accept()accept(), , CoInstallCoInstall()(), …, …

old:old:
LPVOID LPVOID VirtualAllocExVirtualAllocEx(HANDLE (HANDLE hPrcsshPrcss, LPVOID , LPVOID addraddr,,

DWORDDWORDsize, DWORD size, DWORD allocTypallocTyp , DWORD , DWORD protctprotct ););

new:new:
LPVOID LPVOID VirtualAllocExVirtualAllocEx (HANDLE(HANDLE hPrcss hPrcss , LPVOID, LPVOID  addr addr ,,

SIZE_TSIZE_T size, DWORDsize, DWORD  allocTyp allocTyp , DWORD, DWORD protct protct ););

Revised Windows functionsRevised Windows functions

Carefully changed by MSFT so that almost everything
still works in Win32…

Carefully changed by MSFT so that almost Carefully changed by MSFT so that almost everythingeverything
still works in Win32…still works in Win32…

Benefits and Issues of 64-bit Computing: New OS APIsBenefits and Issues of 64-bit Computing: New OS APIs
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IA-64 IA-64 stillstill Runs 32-bit Code! Runs 32-bit Code!
ll IA-64 can be used in 32-bit “mode”IA-64 can be used in 32-bit “mode”

uu 32-bit source re-compiled to fast IA-64 instructions32-bit source re-compiled to fast IA-64 instructions
nn best performancebest performance

uu IA-32 IA-32 binarybinary compatibility compatibility
nn least workleast work

ll OSesOSes offer  offer bothboth 32-bit  32-bit andand 64-bit runtimes 64-bit runtimes
uu 64-bit and 32-bit processes run 64-bit and 32-bit processes run concurrentlyconcurrently

uu visit the OSV breakout sessions Thu. 2-Sep-99 for more detailsvisit the OSV breakout sessions Thu. 2-Sep-99 for more details

OSes help IA-64 carry your 32-bit code forward:
compatibility with native performance

OSes OSes help IA-64 carry your 32-bit code forward:help IA-64 carry your 32-bit code forward:
compatibility compatibility withwith native performance native performance

Benefits and Issues of 64-bit ComputingBenefits and Issues of 64-bit Computing
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Sometimes 32-bits is Enough!Sometimes 32-bits is Enough!
ll Minimize work by leaving some apps 32-bits:Minimize work by leaving some apps 32-bits:

uu Text editorsText editors
uu Line-Drawing “Drafting” applicationsLine-Drawing “Drafting” applications
uu Many compiler-like appsMany compiler-like apps

Useful Rule-of-Thumb: 1.5 “bits” of capacity per yearUseful Rule-of-Thumb: 1.5 “bits” of capacity per year
ll Measure your largest data space’ (file size, in-memory data,Measure your largest data space’ (file size, in-memory data,

net transmission, etc.) capacitynet transmission, etc.) capacity
ll Multiply by 1.5Multiply by 1.5 1010 ( (≈≈58)58)
If the result is If the result is stillstill  ≤≤223232, the app can stay 32 bits, the app can stay 32 bits

uu native, fast IA-64 instructions, native, fast IA-64 instructions, oror
uu as competitive, already-built x86 binariesas competitive, already-built x86 binaries

Do you really need a 64-bit “vi” or notepad?Do you Do you reallyreally need a 64-bit “vi” or notepad? need a 64-bit “vi” or notepad?

Benefits and Issues of 64-bit Computing : 32-bit CodeBenefits and Issues of 64-bit Computing : 32-bit Code
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Summary: Benefits & IssuesSummary: Benefits & Issues
ll 64-bit hardware, 64-bit hardware, OSesOSes and applications are  and applications are herehere

uuAPIs and Data Models already defined, available & usableAPIs and Data Models already defined, available & usable
uuSome source code changes Some source code changes areare necessary necessary

llApplication tasks to be solved get bigger over timeApplication tasks to be solved get bigger over time
uuNeed for 64-bit applications Need for 64-bit applications willwill increase increase

ll Intel’s IA-64 adds other benefits to basic 64-bitIntel’s IA-64 adds other benefits to basic 64-bit
capabilitycapability
uu Fast Fast fpfp, µ-, µ-parallelizedparallelized code, cache control, back compatibility code, cache control, back compatibility

ll Some apps can stay 32-bit for foreseeable futureSome apps can stay 32-bit for foreseeable future

64-bit CPUs & OSes let you reach new markets,
but you have to prepare for it

64-bit CPUs &64-bit CPUs & OSes OSes let you reach new markets, let you reach new markets,
butbut you have to prepare for it you have to prepare for it

Benefits and Issues of 64-bit ComputingBenefits and Issues of 64-bit Computing
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Prerequisites and ResourcesPrerequisites and Resources
ääBenefits of 64-bit  Computing – and IssuesBenefits of 64-bit  Computing – and Issues

ÀÀPrerequisites and ResourcesPrerequisites and Resources

ll Identifying and Resolving IssuesIdentifying and Resolving Issues

llTools and Assistants: (Semi-)AutomationTools and Assistants: (Semi-)Automation

llHumans are Humans are StillStill Needed! Needed!

Find and Prepare to Fix Compatibility IssuesFind and Prepare to Fix Compatibility IssuesFind and Prepare to Fix Compatibility Issues

Agenda Checkpoint:Agenda Checkpoint:
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AssumptionsAssumptions
ll Your source Your source alreadyalready compiles, links and runs in compiles, links and runs in

somesome environment environment
uuMost analyses report machine-independent data that can beMost analyses report machine-independent data that can be

used to your advantage during code cleanused to your advantage during code clean

ll You have adequate test casesYou have adequate test cases
uuNecessary: a test set that hits most any situation a user mightNecessary: a test set that hits most any situation a user might

uuEven better: test set known to mimic user workEven better: test set known to mimic user work

Make use of what already works to get more
information

Make use of what already works to get moreMake use of what already works to get more
informationinformation

Prerequisites & ResourcesPrerequisites & Resources
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Characterize Your Source CodeCharacterize Your Source Code
llDoes source code use ANSI C/C++ features?Does source code use ANSI C/C++ features?

uuRecords knowledge of data types and their safe useRecords knowledge of data types and their safe use

uuAre function prototypes used?Are function prototypes used?

llHave you used the newer data types?Have you used the newer data types?
uu e.g. e.g. intptrintptr_t_t, , size_tsize_t, , __int64__int64

llWhat data structures are seen What data structures are seen outsideoutside your app? your app?
uu files, socket communication (or RPC), via shared memory, etc.files, socket communication (or RPC), via shared memory, etc.

ll Are any “size” values hard-coded?Are any “size” values hard-coded?
uu e.g. use of “e.g. use of “44” instead of ” instead of sizeofsizeof()() or  or offsetof()offsetof()

Know what your source code is and doesKnow what your source code Know what your source code isis  andand  doesdoes

Resources to Focus WorkResources to Focus Work
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Source code must be up-to-dateSource code must be up-to-date
llMust use ANSI C function prototypesMust use ANSI C function prototypes

uu Tools like MSFT “Tools like MSFT “cl cl //ZgZg” can help do this (semi-)automatically” can help do this (semi-)automatically

llMust use header filesMust use header files
uuAssures implementer and user agree on interfacesAssures implementer and user agree on interfaces

uuDon’t use undeclared functions (assumed to return Don’t use undeclared functions (assumed to return intint))
nn Find where they’re described and Find where they’re described and #include#include that header that header

llDon’t use Don’t use <<varargsvarargs.h>;.h>; use  use <<stdargstdarg.h>.h>

Source code must have enough information
for programmers or tools to perform updates
Source code must have enough informationSource code must have enough information
for programmers or tools to perform updatesfor programmers or tools to perform updates

Prerequisites & Resources: Source CharacterizationPrerequisites & Resources: Source Characterization
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CPU/OS variant namingCPU/OS variant naming
llNeed a way to Need a way to namename machine differences machine differences

llUsable within:Usable within:
uuSource code (i.e. macros)Source code (i.e. macros)

uuDirectory structuresDirectory structures

uuMakefilesMakefiles and other build rules and other build rules

uuDistribution media (i.e. file suffixes)Distribution media (i.e. file suffixes)

ll Suggestion: CPU/OS macrosSuggestion: CPU/OS macros
uuExamples: Examples: IA64-Win64IA64-Win64, , IA32-Win32IA32-Win32, , IA64-LinuxIA64-Linux, …, …

uu capable of being generated by other macros (string-pasting, …)capable of being generated by other macros (string-pasting, …)

Standardize names of any machine variations that
are necessary

Standardize names of any machine variations thatStandardize names of any machine variations that
are are necessarynecessary

Prerequisites & ResourcesPrerequisites & Resources
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##ifdefifdef code guards code guards
ll examples:examples:

ll see more complete list on IDF CD-ROMsee more complete list on IDF CD-ROM
uu there’s there’s lotslots!!

uu IA-64 Track IA-64 Track TechnTechn. Collateral: . Collateral: CodeCln-CPreDefsWin32.htm

Use standard, up-to-date conditional compilation macrosUse Use standardstandard, up-to-date conditional compilation macros, up-to-date conditional compilation macros

Prerequisites & Resources: Identifying Differences in SourcePrerequisites & Resources: Identifying Differences in Source

code runs only on the Windows NT variant of
Win32 (not Win/95 nor Win/98)

_WIN32_WINNT

code uses the Win32 API (this includes Win64)_WIN32

generate code for Win64 ABI_WIN64

compilation is generating code for IA-64
execution

_M_IA64
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What are the What are the ImportantImportant Parts? Parts?
llData structures that are used a lotData structures that are used a lot

uuConfirm size needed for each data itemConfirm size needed for each data item

uuCan pointers be eliminated?Can pointers be eliminated?
nn Array indexes or base-plus-displacement addressingArray indexes or base-plus-displacement addressing

uuCan some fields be moved to another (or new) structureCan some fields be moved to another (or new) structure

llRoutines that are called a lotRoutines that are called a lot
uuDo you Do you reallyreally need all those parameters? need all those parameters?

uuAre any parameters “too big”?Are any parameters “too big”?
nn Are you returning TRUE/FALSE in a Are you returning TRUE/FALSE in a longlong??

nn Will a 32-bit offset be enough – instead of a pointer pass?Will a 32-bit offset be enough – instead of a pointer pass?

Optimize where you’ll get the best resultsOptimize where you’ll get the best resultsOptimize where you’ll get the best results

Prerequisites & Resources: Source CharacterizationPrerequisites & Resources: Source Characterization
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Static AnalysisStatic Analysis
llCan give a good initial guessCan give a good initial guess

uuWhat type mismatches are immediately identifiable?What type mismatches are immediately identifiable?

uuHow many times are structures referenced?How many times are structures referenced?

uuHow many times are functions called?How many times are functions called?

ll Tools are available to do thisTools are available to do this
uuCompilerCompiler

nn header nesting list “header nesting list “iclicl /QH /QH”, “”, “/QM/QM”, similar ”, similar gcc gcc opts.opts.

nn (filtered) warnings lists(filtered) warnings lists

uuSource code browsersSource code browsers
nn trace “definers” and “users” of variables and structurestrace “definers” and “users” of variables and structures

Identify where to apply the most effortIdentify where to apply the most effortIdentify where to apply the most effort

Prerequisites & Resources: Source CharacterizationPrerequisites & Resources: Source Characterization
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Dynamic AnalysisDynamic Analysis
llRuntime analysis gives an accurate pictureRuntime analysis gives an accurate picture

uu application “hotspots”, call graphapplication “hotspots”, call graph

ll Tools:Tools:
uuVTuneVTune

uuQuantifyQuantify

uuAPIMONAPIMON

uu……

Tools can help you pinpoint best-benefit spotsTools can help you pinpoint Tools can help you pinpoint best-benefitbest-benefit spots spots

Prerequisites & Resources: Source CharacterizationPrerequisites & Resources: Source Characterization
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Use Use multi-multi-Standard Data TypesStandard Data Types
ll Use types available in Use types available in bothboth UNIX and Windows UNIX and Windows

uu shortshort, , intint mean the same thing everywhere mean the same thing everywhere

nn veryvery likely to stay that way likely to stay that way

uu signedsigned and  and unsignedunsigned qualifiers available everywhere qualifiers available everywhere

uu charchar is always an 8-bit type is always an 8-bit type
nn use use *sign**sign* qualifier if really needed (rarely) qualifier if really needed (rarely)

ll Newer types available in Newer types available in bothboth worlds worlds
uu intptrintptr_t_t - integer big enough to hold a pointer- integer big enough to hold a pointer

nn uintptr_tuintptr_t (unsigned variant) (unsigned variant)

ll Not perfect – does not help reader/maintainer as much as itNot perfect – does not help reader/maintainer as much as it
could…could…

Avoid conditional compilation by using types
common to both UNIX and Windows

Avoid conditional compilation by using typesAvoid conditional compilation by using types
common to common to bothboth UNIX and Windows UNIX and Windows

Prerequisites & ResourcesPrerequisites & Resources
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Some Types Aren’t PortableSome Types Aren’t Portable
ll Avoid “one world” types whenever possibleAvoid “one world” types whenever possible

Avoid conditional compilation by using types
common to both UNIX and Windows

Avoid conditional compilation by using typesAvoid conditional compilation by using types
common to common to bothboth UNIX and Windows UNIX and Windows

Prerequisites & Resources: Data TypesPrerequisites & Resources: Data Types

__int32intint32_t

size_tsize_tSIZE_T

intptr_tintptr_tINT_PTR

UNIX
ANSI C/C++
or common,
both worlds

Windows
only
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StillStill Some Data Type Problems Some Data Type Problems
ll Need “largest efficiently handled integral” typeNeed “largest efficiently handled integral” type

uu longlong in UNIX/32, UNIX/64 and Win32, but… in UNIX/32, UNIX/64 and Win32, but…
uu __int64__int64 in Win64 (and  in Win64 (and longlong not right) not right)
uu __int3264__int3264 in Win32 and Win64 in  in Win32 and Win64 in <<basetsdbasetsd.h>.h>

nn But, not recommended by Microsoft?But, not recommended by Microsoft?

ll No good, consistent solutionNo good, consistent solution
uu Users want a type that Users want a type that visuallyvisually means  means intint  (helps reader)(helps reader)

ll Possible solutionsPossible solutions
uu Give up on visual semantics; use Give up on visual semantics; use intptrintptr_t_t or  or uintptr_tuintptr_t

uu Make a Make a typedef __int3264typedef __int3264 in UNIX code compilations in UNIX code compilations

Sometimes there is no built-in solution common to both
UNIX and Windows; use a macro or typedef

Sometimes there is no built-in solution common to Sometimes there is no built-in solution common to bothboth
UNIX and Windows; use a macro or UNIX and Windows; use a macro or typedeftypedef

Resources & Identifying Issues: Data TypesResources & Identifying Issues: Data Types
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Explicitly Sized Data Types?Explicitly Sized Data Types?
ll Sized data types: good aids to reader/maintainerSized data types: good aids to reader/maintainer

avoid confusion: pick one, others are typedefs…avoid confusion: pick avoid confusion: pick one, others one, others are are typedeftypedefss……

Resources & Identifying Issues: Data Type DifferencesResources & Identifying Issues: Data Type Differences

64 bits64 bits

32 bits32 bits

16 bits16 bits

8 bits8 bits

typetype
sizesize

__int64 INT64
unsigned __int64

UINT64

(no uniform
std.)

int64_t
uint64_t

__int32 INT32
unsigned __int32

UINT32

int
unsigned intint32_t

uint32_t

__int16
unsigned __int16

short
unsigned short

int16_t
uint16_t

__int8
unsigned __int8

char
int8_t

uint8_t

WindowsWindowsANSIANSIUNIXUNIX
<inttypes.h><inttypes.h>
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Use a compatibility header fileUse a compatibility header file
ll <compatible.h><compatible.h>

#include#include file file
uu used by used by allall your your

source filessource files
uu write your sourcewrite your source

using these standard-using these standard-
inspired typesinspired types

uu example in IA-64example in IA-64
Track TechnicalTrack Technical
Collateral:Collateral:

CodeCln-compatible.h

Resources & Identifying Issues: Data Type DifferencesResources & Identifying Issues: Data Type Differences

/* compatible.h */
#if defined(_WIN32)
… // stuff related to Win32
#if !defined(_WIN64)
… // Win32 without Win64 (regular Win32)
#else /* is _WIN64 also */
… // Win64 variant of Win32
#endif /* _WIN64 */
#endif /* _WIN32 */
#elif defined(__unix) || …
… // various UNIXes
#else /* some other OS */
#error Unhandled OS;
#error   update <compatible.h>!
#endif

Enhance portability and readability of source using a
common compatibility #include file

Enhance portability and readability of source using aEnhance portability and readability of source using a
common compatibility common compatibility #include#include file file
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Summary: Summary: PrereqPrereq. & Resources. & Resources
llKnow your sourceKnow your source

uu structurestructure
uu dependenciesdependencies
uu data typesdata types

ll Find “hot spots”Find “hot spots”
uumost bang-for-the-buck for your workmost bang-for-the-buck for your work

llDecide on data model for Decide on data model for youyou
uu compilation macros unify code readability & maintainabilitycompilation macros unify code readability & maintainability
uu create a create a <compatible.h><compatible.h>  #include#include file file

nn see sample in IA-64 Track Technical Collateral:see sample in IA-64 Track Technical Collateral:
CodeCln-compatible.h

Knowledge of source and data models gets you ready for
Code Clean

Knowledge of source and data models gets you ready forKnowledge of source and data models gets you ready for
Code CleanCode Clean

Prerequisites & ResourcesPrerequisites & Resources
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Identifying & Resolving IssuesIdentifying & Resolving Issues
ääBenefits of 64-bit  Computing – and IssuesBenefits of 64-bit  Computing – and Issues

ääPrerequisites and ResourcesPrerequisites and Resources

ÀÀIdentifying and Resolving IssuesIdentifying and Resolving Issues

llTools and Assistants: (Semi-)AutomationTools and Assistants: (Semi-)Automation

llHumans are Humans are StillStill Needed! Needed!

Find and fix these issues in your codeFind and fix these issues in your codeFind and fix these issues in your code

Agenda Checkpoint:Agenda Checkpoint:
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Catalog of Tips & TechniquesCatalog of Tips & Techniques
llCode clean involves many little detailsCode clean involves many little details
uueach easily recognizableeach easily recognizable

llUseful list of situationsUseful list of situations
uumost with easy fixesmost with easy fixes

uusome require careful human thinkingsome require careful human thinking

llSome repairs can be automatedSome repairs can be automated

Ready reference for Issues & FixesReady reference for Issues & FixesReady reference for Issues & Fixes

Identify & Resolve IssuesIdentify & Resolve Issues
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Pointer casts to integer typePointer casts to integer type
Problem(s):Problem(s):
ll Pointers are bigger thanPointers are bigger than
intints s in some architecturesin some architectures

ll Using Using longlong won’t help in won’t help in
Win64Win64

ll Pointers Pointers logicallylogically  unsignedunsigned

Remedy:Remedy:
ll Use Use uintptr_tuintptr_t; works on; works on

both UNIX and Windowsboth UNIX and Windows

eliminate all cases of (int)pointer castseliminate eliminate allall cases of  cases of (int)pointer(int)pointer casts casts

Identify & Resolve Issues: Pointer ArithmeticIdentify & Resolve Issues: Pointer Arithmetic

char *buf;

…

int i;

…

i= (int)buf;

uintptr_t ip;

…

ip= (uintptr_t)buf;
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Setting Bits in PointersSetting Bits in Pointers
Problem(s):Problem(s):
ll (cast) prior to logical “OR”(cast) prior to logical “OR”

ll (UINT) is (UINT) is alsoalso smaller than a smaller than a
pointerpointer

Remedy:Remedy:
ll Use Use uintptr_tuintptr_t and  and void *void * ;;

works on both UNIX andworks on both UNIX and
WindowsWindows

(UINT) is just as bad as (int)(UINT)(UINT) is just as bad as  is just as bad as (int)(int)

Identify & Resolve Issues: Pointer ArithmeticIdentify & Resolve Issues: Pointer Arithmetic

char *handle;

…

return (PVOID)((UINT)handle|1);

…

return
(void *)((uintptr_t)handle|1);
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Field IndexingField Indexing
Problem(s):Problem(s):
ll field offsets can vary acrossfield offsets can vary across

compilerscompilers

ll any constant added to aany constant added to a
pointer should be suspectpointer should be suspect

ll natural alignment differsnatural alignment differs

Remedy:Remedy:
ll use ANSI C use ANSI C offsetof()offsetof()

macro – macro – not not sizeofsizeof()()

Let the compiler calculate field offsetsLet the compiler calculate field offsetsLet the compiler calculate field offsets

Identify & Resolve Issues: Pointer ArithmeticIdentify & Resolve Issues: Pointer Arithmetic

struct S {

  void *pn;

  int ln;

};

S *Ps= new(S);

int i;

i= *(int *)((uintptr_t)Ps + 4);

i= *(int *)((uintptr_t)Ps +
offsetof(S,ln));
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#define#define for constants: don’t! for constants: don’t!

Problem(s):Problem(s):
ll using a #define that theusing a #define that the

compiler can’t type checkcompiler can’t type check

Remedy:Remedy:
ll use ANSI C’s “const”use ANSI C’s “const”

ll use a specific data typeuse a specific data type

ll you’ll get warned if anyyou’ll get warned if any
misuse is attemptedmisuse is attempted

Let the compiler check declarations for youLet the compiler check declarations for youLet the compiler check declarations for you

Identify & Resolve IssuesIdentify & Resolve Issues

#define mask 0x37FFC;

const int mask= 0x37FFC;
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Integer Constant Type SuffixesInteger Constant Type Suffixes
Problem(s):Problem(s):
ll ““ LL” (or “” (or “ ll” – long) suffix” – long) suffix

only OK for UNIX/32,only OK for UNIX/32,
UNIX/64 and Win32UNIX/64 and Win32

ll Win64 needs “Win64 needs “ i64i64” suffix” suffix

Remedy:Remedy:
ll ##ifdefifdef test for  test for _WIN64_WIN64

ll Use token pasting in aUse token pasting in a
macro you define elsewheremacro you define elsewhere

Test:Test: What’s  What’s stillstill wrong? wrong?

Centrally-defined macro makes source genericCentrally-defined macro makes source genericCentrally-defined macro makes source generic

Identify & Resolve IssuesIdentify & Resolve Issues

// from UNIX/64-safe code

const long ll= 3015L;

compatibility.hcompatibility.h
#ifdef _WIN64

#define CONST3264(a) (a##i64)

#else

#define CONST3264(a) (a##L)

#endif

…

const long ll=  CONST3264(3015);
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“Big” integer declarations“Big” integer declarations
Problem(s):Problem(s):
ll longlong used to declare used to declare

“architecture’s biggest“architecture’s biggest
integral type” variableintegral type” variable

ll want “want “ __int64__int64” on Win64” on Win64

Remedy:Remedy:
ll ##ifdefifdef  test for  platformtest for  platform

ll use a typedef where neededuse a typedef where needed

ll reader/maintainer can seereader/maintainer can see
variable is variable is morphicmorphic

Centrally-defined macro makes source genericCentrally-defined macro makes source genericCentrally-defined macro makes source generic

Identify & Resolve IssuesIdentify & Resolve Issues

long bigCount;

compatibility.hcompatibility.h
#ifdef _WIN64
…
typedef __int64 int3264_t;
#else
…
#endif

int3264_t bigCount;
// an int as big as architecture permits
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Issues with Hex constantsIssues with Hex constants
Problem(s):Problem(s):
ll generating “all 1s” in hexgenerating “all 1s” in hex
ll using a #define that theusing a #define that the

compiler compiler can’tcan’t  type check type check
ll “-1” in 32-bit system,“-1” in 32-bit system,

4,294967,295 in a 64-bit4,294967,295 in a 64-bit
systemsystem

Remedy:Remedy:
ll use ANSI C’s “const”use ANSI C’s “const”
ll use a specific data typeuse a specific data type

uu signedsigned//unsignedunsigned

ll use type suffixes – “use type suffixes – “ LL”, “”, “ ULUL””

Count the digits!Count the digits!Count the digits!

Identify & Resolve IssuesIdentify & Resolve Issues

0xFFFFFFFF

  // 32-bits: -1, 64-bits: 4,294,967,295
0x100000000

  // 32-bits: 0, 64-bits: 4,294,967,296

const int all1s= 0xFFFFFFFF;
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Truncation of Truncation of longlong via  via doubledoubless
Problem(s):Problem(s):
ll doubledouble: 52 significant bits: 52 significant bits
ll 32-bit world: 32-bit world: doubledouble can can

hold all significant bitshold all significant bits
ll 64-bit world: precision of64-bit world: precision of
doubledouble smaller than 64-bit smaller than 64-bit
integer; bits can be lostinteger; bits can be lost

Remedy:Remedy:
ll have programmer verify:have programmer verify:

uu always OK?always OK?
uu loss of significant digits OK?loss of significant digits OK?

ll use use long doublelong double  ( or ( or
REAL*10REAL*10 ) if possible) if possible

longs and doubles don’t mix any morelonglongs and s and doubledoubles don’t mix any mores don’t mix any more

Identify & Resolve IssuesIdentify & Resolve Issues

long l;    // if UNIX

__int64 l; // if Windows

double d;

extern double f(double);

…

d= l; // looses significant bits!

l= d; // this can be a problem, too

…

d= f(l);
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Reading legacy dataReading legacy data
Problem(s):Problem(s):
ll existing files or protocolsexisting files or protocols

have 32-bit data describedhave 32-bit data described
as “as “ longlong””

Remedy:Remedy:
ll use specific-sized type ofuse specific-sized type of

your choice (from youryour choice (from your
compatibility header)compatibility header)

headers describe external data in its termsheaders describe external data in headers describe external data in itsits terms terms

Identify & Resolve IssuesIdentify & Resolve Issues

OnDisk.h
struct OnWire {
long count;
// more fields
};

OnDisk.h
#include <compatibility.h>

struct OnWire {
int32_t count; // data’s own size
// more fields
};
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Structure PaddingStructure Padding
Problem(s):Problem(s):
ll 64-bit: field order yields64-bit: field order yields

paddingpadding
uu data structure bloatdata structure bloat
uu veryvery bad if many of these bad if many of these

recordsrecords

ll is record internal-only?is record internal-only?

Remedy:Remedy:
ll Re-order fields, longest firstRe-order fields, longest first
ll check cardinality: doescheck cardinality: does
widthwidth  reallyreally have to be a have to be a
longlong??

field alignment changes in 64-bit worldfield alignment changes in 64-bit worldfield alignment changes in 64-bit world

Identify & Resolve IssuesIdentify & Resolve Issues

struct dim_t {
int height;
long width;  // UNIX original
int weight;
}; // size: 32-bit: 12, 64-bit: 24

struct dim_t {
__int3264 width;
  // now scales portably
int height;
int weight;
}; // size: 32-bit: 12, 64-bit: 16

save 33%
!
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unionunions s (please don’t)(please don’t)

Problem(s):Problem(s):
ll unionunion for alternate access for alternate access

method incorrect for 64-bitsmethod incorrect for 64-bits

Remedy:Remedy:
ll 11stst: avoid : avoid unionunion if at all if at all

possiblepossible

else:else:
ll fix primary data type sizefix primary data type size
ll use C use C sizeofsizeof()() builtin builtin for for

arrayarray

unions look ugly and cause lots of problems; don’t
use them unless necessary

unionunions look ugly and cause lots of problems; don’ts look ugly and cause lots of problems; don’t
use them unless necessaryuse them unless necessary

Identify & Resolve IssuesIdentify & Resolve Issues

union {
long l;
char bytes[4];
};

…

for (i= 0; i<4; i++) …

union {
__int3264 l; // chg w/ architecture
char bytes[sizeof(__int3264)];
};

for (i= 0; i<sizeof(bytes); i++) …
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printfprintf()() format strings format strings
Problem(s):Problem(s):
ll ““ ll” argument size specifier” argument size specifier

used with platform-scaledused with platform-scaled
typetype

ll don’t use “%X” for pointersdon’t use “%X” for pointers
ll ““ I64I64” does not scale – it is” does not scale – it is

notnot polymorphic polymorphic

Remedy:Remedy:
ll use “use “ %p%p” to print a pointer” to print a pointer
ll use a macro and adjacentuse a macro and adjacent

string catenationstring catenation

Fix printing of pointers and “big” integersFix printing of pointers and “big” integersFix printing of pointers and “big” integers

Identify & Resolve IssuesIdentify & Resolve Issues

long *Pl; // Win32 source

printf(“%08lX->%ld\n”,Pl,*Pl);

compatibility.hcompatibility.h
#ifdef _WIN64

#define FMTSZ3264 “I64”

#else /* Win32 or UNIX */

#define FMTSZ3264 “l”

#endif

__int3264 Pl;

printf(“%p->%” FMTSZ3264 “d\n”,Pl,*Pl);
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setjmpsetjmp//longjmplongjmp
Problem(s):Problem(s):
ll not using ANSI not using ANSI jmpjmp__bufbuf

Remedy:Remedy:
ll use ANSI C headeruse ANSI C header
ll declare using declare using jmpjmp__bufbuf

ll don’t assume you can knowdon’t assume you can know
anytyhinganytyhing about the about the
“insides” of “insides” of jmpjmp__bufbuf

Don’t use hard-coded constants for system-
defined features

Don’t use hard-coded constants for system-Don’t use hard-coded constants for system-
defined featuresdefined features

Identify & Resolve IssuesIdentify & Resolve Issues

DWORD jbuf[16];
…
longjmp(jbuf,1);
…
setjmp(jbuf);

#include <setjmp.h>

…

jmp_buf jbuf;
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Pointer truncation - Pointer truncation - carefullycarefully
ll only do this if you only do this if you reallyreally have have

to…to…

Problem(s):Problem(s):
ll pointer truncations dirty yourpointer truncations dirty your

compilation listingscompilation listings

Remedy:Remedy:
ll Windows’ Windows’ PtrToIntPtrToInt()()

silences warningssilences warnings
ll see see <<basetsdbasetsd.h>.h>

Caution:Caution:
ll Never, ever use data asNever, ever use data as

pointer again; significant bitspointer again; significant bits
are are gonegone

Be careful if you forcefully silence warningsBe careful if you forcefully silence warningsBe careful if you forcefully silence warnings

Identify & Resolve IssuesIdentify & Resolve Issues

mystruct *p;

unsigned int lowBits=
(unsigned int)p;
// truncation warning in Win64

unsigned int lowBits=
PtrToInt(p);
// truncation warning silenced

p= (mystruct *)lowBits;
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Source change consequencesSource change consequences
ll Fix at use, impliesFix at use, implies

ll fix in header, impliesfix in header, implies

ll lots of other placeslots of other places
to checkto check
uu busy work; idealbusy work; ideal

opportunity for a toolopportunity for a tool

llMore about thisMore about this
shortly…shortly…

Changes can ripple widelyChanges can ripple widelyChanges can ripple widely

Identify & Resolve IssuesIdentify & Resolve Issues

 

… 
class A { 
  int y; 
  … 
}; 
… 

a.h #include <a.h> 
… 
A *x= new A(……); 
… 
x->y= (int)&foo; 

main.cxx 
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Summary: Identify/ResolveSummary: Identify/Resolve
IssuesIssues

llQuite a list of issues and gotchaQuite a list of issues and gotcha!!ss
llMost have simple solutionsMost have simple solutions
uuaid: compatibility declarations in an aid: compatibility declarations in an #include#include file file

llMany situations can be machine-recognizedMany situations can be machine-recognized

Fixing issues will improve code reliability and
reduce support costs on all platforms!

Fixing issues will improve code reliability andFixing issues will improve code reliability and
reduce support costs on reduce support costs on allall platforms! platforms!

Identify & Resolve IssuesIdentify & Resolve Issues
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Tools, Assistants & AutomationTools, Assistants & Automation
ääBenefits of 64-bit  Computing – and IssuesBenefits of 64-bit  Computing – and Issues

ääPrerequisites and ResourcesPrerequisites and Resources

ääIdentifying and Resolving IssuesIdentifying and Resolving Issues

ÀÀTools and Assistants: (Semi-)AutomationTools and Assistants: (Semi-)Automation

llHumans are Humans are StillStill Needed! Needed!

All is not lost; tools can help do lots of the
busy work…

All is not lost; tools can help do lots of theAll is not lost; tools can help do lots of the
busy work…busy work…

Agenda Checkpoint:Agenda Checkpoint:
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Source code browserSource code browser
ll use browsers to identifyuse browsers to identify

definitions and usesdefinitions and uses
uu identify all uses of definitionsidentify all uses of definitions

made in common headersmade in common headers
ll intint cast  cast ⇒⇒ 64-bit truncate 64-bit truncate
ll (int)(int)  ⇒⇒  ((intptrintptr_t)_t)

ll ““==“ now mismatch!“ now mismatch!
ll findfind  typeoftypeof(*x)(*x)

ll fix fieldfix field y y
ll now now have to check otherhave to check other

uses of uses of A.yA.y throughout throughout
sourcessources

ll browser finds them for youbrowser finds them for you

Browsers find definitions and uses for youBrowsers find definitions and uses for youBrowsers find definitions and uses for you

Tools & AssistantsTools & Assistants

 

… 
class A { 
  int y; 
  … 
}; 
… 

a.h #include <a.h> 
… 
A *x= new A(……); 
… 
x->y= (int)&foo; 

main.cxx 

more 
source 

files 
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C/C++ CompilerC/C++ Compiler
llMicrosoft “Microsoft “ clcl ” for IA-64” for IA-64

uu in Windows 2000 Platform SDK; free download: get it!in Windows 2000 Platform SDK; free download: get it!
n http://msdn.microsoft.com/developer/sdk/platform.asp

uuCompiler front-end (only)Compiler front-end (only)
nn does syntax, semantic and type checkingdoes syntax, semantic and type checking

uuUse it to find “bad” spots – “/Wp64”Use it to find “bad” spots – “/Wp64”
uu Fix themFix them
uuCompile with IA-32 (VC++) “Compile with IA-32 (VC++) “clcl” to verify portability” to verify portability

ll Intel will offer an IA-64 compiler product alsoIntel will offer an IA-64 compiler product also
ll visit OSV breakouts Thu. 2-Sep-99 for informationvisit OSV breakouts Thu. 2-Sep-99 for information

on other on other OSesOSes

IA-64 type-test compilers available nowIA-64 type-test compilers available IA-64 type-test compilers available nownow

Tools & AssistantsTools & Assistants
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Conversion ScriptsConversion Scripts
ll Usually for a specific from/to conversionUsually for a specific from/to conversion

uu works when you works when you knowknow your source initial characteristics your source initial characteristics

Example script on IDF CD-ROM: Example script on IDF CD-ROM: CodeCln-U64toW64.zip
ll Edit UNIX/64-safe code to be also Win64-safeEdit UNIX/64-safe code to be also Win64-safe

uu applicable to command-line / batch toolsapplicable to command-line / batch tools
actions:actions:
uu adds adds #include#include defining transparency macros defining transparency macros
uu change uses of change uses of longlong to  to int3264_tint3264_t

uu fix fix printfprintf()()//scanfscanf()() format strings via string catenation format strings via string catenation

uu fix type-suffixed constantsfix type-suffixed constants
uu converts converts allall  .c.c and  and .h.h files in a source tree files in a source tree

ll identify points for further human investigationidentify points for further human investigation

scripts do only part of the conversionscripts do scripts do only partonly part of the conversion of the conversion

Tools & AssistantsTools & Assistants
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Win32Win32⇒⇒Win64 conversionWin64 conversion
Another example script on IDF CD-ROM:Another example script on IDF CD-ROM:
CodeCln-W32toW64.zip

llRevise Win32 code to be Win64 safeRevise Win32 code to be Win64 safe
uu updates out-dated API callsupdates out-dated API calls

uu fixes some polymorphic mixing of integers and pointersfixes some polymorphic mixing of integers and pointers

uu converts converts allall  .c.c and  and .h.h files in a source tree files in a source tree

Script needed to catch all Win32/Win64
changes

Script needed to catch all Win32/Win64Script needed to catch all Win32/Win64
changeschanges

Tools & Assistants: Conversion ScriptsTools & Assistants: Conversion Scripts
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Summary: Tools & AssistantsSummary: Tools & Assistants
ll Source-knowledgeable tools identify problemsSource-knowledgeable tools identify problems

ll Tools can automatically edit your source forTools can automatically edit your source for
portabilityportability

ll These tools can be:These tools can be:
uu as simple as scriptsas simple as scripts

uu as capable as tools built on compiler front-endsas capable as tools built on compiler front-ends

Much conversion drudgery can be
avoided

Much conversion drudgery can beMuch conversion drudgery can be
avoidedavoided

Tools and AssistantsTools and Assistants
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Humans are Humans are StillStill Needed! Needed!
ääBenefits of 64-bit  Computing – and IssuesBenefits of 64-bit  Computing – and Issues

ääPrerequisites and ResourcesPrerequisites and Resources

ääIdentifying and Resolving IssuesIdentifying and Resolving Issues

ääTools and Assistants: (Semi-)AutomationTools and Assistants: (Semi-)Automation

ÀÀHumans are Humans are StillStill Needed! Needed!

Is automated code clean enough?Is automated code clean enough?Is automated code clean enough?

Agenda CheckpointAgenda Checkpoint
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Automation is Non-optimalAutomation is Non-optimal
llAutomation tools make safest choiceAutomation tools make safest choice

uu conditional compilation (rather than multi-platform fix)conditional compilation (rather than multi-platform fix)

uu conflicts are resolved by “growing” to larger data typesconflicts are resolved by “growing” to larger data types

uu automation implies “automation implies “data bloatdata bloat””

ll Automation tools don’t know code logicAutomation tools don’t know code logic
uu no knowledge of “how big” counts or offsets becomeno knowledge of “how big” counts or offsets become

uu don’t know when a (cast) would be OKdon’t know when a (cast) would be OK

uuCan’t check algorithms for 64-bit appropriatenessCan’t check algorithms for 64-bit appropriateness

ll Source and build areas become multi-platformSource and build areas become multi-platform

Architect must guide/correct automationArchitect must guide/correct automationArchitect must guide/correct automation

Humans are Humans are StillStill Needed Needed
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Cardinality (data type size)Cardinality (data type size)
ÀÀ You have a You have a longlong variable; what  variable; what shouldshould it be? it be?

(Assuming it is (Assuming it is notnot pointer polymorphic) pointer polymorphic)

Apply a Rule-of-Thumb:Apply a Rule-of-Thumb:

ll Consider your largest data range – sayConsider your largest data range – say
“[0..1,000,000]”“[0..1,000,000]”

ll Multiply by 1.5Multiply by 1.5 1010 ( (≈≈58; 158; 111//22 bits a year for 10 years) bits a year for 10 years)

If the result Is If the result Is stillstill  <<<<223232

ll code the variable as code the variable as intint

Avoid data bloat by knowing how big a variable must
count

Avoid data bloat by knowing Avoid data bloat by knowing how bighow big a variable must a variable must
countcount

Humans are Humans are StillStill Needed Needed
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More data size issues (review)More data size issues (review)
ll longlong (I32,LP64)  (I32,LP64) andand  __int64__int64 (IL32,P64) vs.  (IL32,P64) vs. doubledouble

uuMantissa/significand of 64-bit double is only 52 bitsMantissa/significand of 64-bit double is only 52 bits

uuCan’t be converted to/from 64-bit integer without loss ofCan’t be converted to/from 64-bit integer without loss of
precisionprecision

ll structstructure fields may need to be re-ordered:ure fields may need to be re-ordered:
uu To remain naturally alignedTo remain naturally aligned

uu To minimize padding inserted by compilersTo minimize padding inserted by compilers

ll Packing Packing ##pragmapragmas s may be neededmay be needed
uu To force back-compatible fields in on-disk or on-wire structuresTo force back-compatible fields in on-disk or on-wire structures

Architect must guide/correct automationArchitect must guide/correct automationArchitect must guide/correct automation

Humans are Humans are StillStill Needed: Cardinality issues Needed: Cardinality issues
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Data Structure Expansion FixesData Structure Expansion Fixes
Problem(s):Problem(s):
ll in-memory data structures within-memory data structures with

lots of pointerslots of pointers

ll every pointer 2every pointer 2×× bigger bigger

Remedy:Remedy:
ll Try to use base+displacementTry to use base+displacement

addressingaddressing

ll Can the structures be arrays?Can the structures be arrays?

ll try __based pointers (MSFTtry __based pointers (MSFT
specific)specific)

Algorithm re-work needed to make structures
efficient

Algorithm re-work needed to make structuresAlgorithm re-work needed to make structures
efficientefficient

Humans are Humans are StillStill Needed Needed

struct f {
f* Pnextf;   // 32-bits: 4 bytes,
g* Psibling; // 64-bits: 8 bytes
h* Pparent;
…
};

struct f {
HALF_PTR off_nextf;
int      idx_sibling;
h __based(heap)*__ptr32 parent;
  // 32-bit displ from 64-bit base
…
};
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Check hash algorithmsCheck hash algorithms
ll hashing depends on “scrambling” data valueshashing depends on “scrambling” data values

uu bit shifts and logical operationsbit shifts and logical operations

uu distribution good distribution good only whenonly when lots of  lots of significantsignificant data to scramble data to scramble

ll pointers & seek keys frequently used as hash keyspointers & seek keys frequently used as hash keys
uu 32-bit pointers or object identifiers32-bit pointers or object identifiers

nn about 30 significant, varying address bitsabout 30 significant, varying address bits

uu 64-bit pointers or object identifiers64-bit pointers or object identifiers
nn about 35 significant, varying address bitsabout 35 significant, varying address bits

nn lots of 0s (zeros) and 1s that are largely unchanginglots of 0s (zeros) and 1s that are largely unchanging

ll check shifting and logical operations in hashcheck shifting and logical operations in hash

operate on significant bits of pointersoperate onoperate on significant significant bits of pointers bits of pointers

Humans are Humans are StillStill Needed Needed
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Build RulesBuild Rules
ll makefilemakefiless and build rules need to be parametric and build rules need to be parametric

llMultiple source and result directoriesMultiple source and result directories

llDifferent file suffixes on different platforms:Different file suffixes on different platforms:
uu .o.o//..OBJOBJ; ; .EXE.EXE/(no suffix); /(no suffix); .a.a//.LIB.LIB; ; .so.so//.DLL.DLL

Parameterize build rules by platformParameterize build rules by platformParameterize build rules by platform

Humans are Humans are StillStill Needed: Software Build Issues Needed: Software Build Issues
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Software directory treeSoftware directory tree
ll source mostly samesource mostly same

uu some some ##ifdefifdefss

uu occasional alternate filesoccasional alternate files

ll built (derived) filesbuilt (derived) files
uu data files mostly platform independentdata files mostly platform independent

uu binaries vary by platformbinaries vary by platform
nn .OBJ.OBJ, , .LIB.LIB, , .DLL.DLL, , .EXE.EXE

ll Explicitly model CPU/OS variantsExplicitly model CPU/OS variants

organize projects by machine in/dependenceorganize projects by machine in/dependenceorganize projects by machine in/dependence

Humans are Humans are StillStill Needed: Software Build Issues Needed: Software Build Issues
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ExampleExample
SoftwareTree\
|   master.mak
+---Project1
|   |   Project1.mak
|   +---src
|   |   |   BTree.cxx, PtrHash.cxx, main.cxx, msgstrings-Ena.txt, ...
|   |   +---iA64-Win64
|   |   :       Win64Ifc.cxx
|   +---include
|   |       BTree.h, PtrHash.h, ...
|   +---data
|   |       msgstrings.Ena
|   +---IA64-Win64
|   |   +---lib
|   |   |       FuncFwk.lib
|   |   +---exe
|   |   |       FuncFwk.dll, DrawMap.exe
|   |   ‘---data
|   |           MachDepChars.dat
|   +---IA64-Linux
|   |   +---lib
|   |   |       FuncFwk.a
:   :   :

Humans are Humans are StillStill Needed: Software Build Issues: Directory Tree Needed: Software Build Issues: Directory Tree

Machine-varying source Machine-varying source should beshould be
rare, at tree bottomrare, at tree bottom

Most source platform-Most source platform-inindependentdependent
or safe via localized or safe via localized ##ifdefifdefss

Most built objects are platformMost built objects are platform
dedependent; use CPU/OS idpendent; use CPU/OS id
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Best code clean has human helpBest code clean has human help
llAutomation tools only make good guessesAutomation tools only make good guesses

llCode architect knowsCode architect knows
uuwhat data fields holdwhat data fields hold

uuwhich are used mostwhich are used most

llHuman is best weapon against data bloatHuman is best weapon against data bloat

Your boss can’t replace you  (yet)Your boss can’t replace youYour boss can’t replace you  (yet) (yet)

Humans are Humans are StillStill Needed Needed
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Summary: Humans Summary: Humans StillStill Needed Needed
llAutomated scripts and tools can only go so farAutomated scripts and tools can only go so far

uu their “safe” decisions are not always most optimaltheir “safe” decisions are not always most optimal

uu they they cancan alert the programmer to situation to look at alert the programmer to situation to look at

llOnly architects can decideOnly architects can decide
uu safe optimizationssafe optimizations

uu algorithm tweaksalgorithm tweaks

llChanges to source edit and build environmentsChanges to source edit and build environments
uu  allow for machine-dependent sources allow for machine-dependent sources

uu per-machine generated files (per-machine generated files (..EXEEXEss, , .DLL.DLLs, resources, …)s, resources, …)

Only humans can make code logic changesOnly humans can make code logic changesOnly humans can make code logic changes

Humans are Humans are StillStill Needed Needed
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Getting Readying for iA64Getting Readying for iA64
ää64-bit CPUs &64-bit CPUs & OSes OSes let you reach new let you reach new

markets, markets, butbut you have to prepare for it you have to prepare for it

ääKnowledge of source and data models getsKnowledge of source and data models gets
you ready for Code Cleanyou ready for Code Clean

ääFixing issues will improve code reliabilityFixing issues will improve code reliability
and reduce support costs on and reduce support costs on allall platforms! platforms!

ääMuch conversion drudgery can be avoidedMuch conversion drudgery can be avoided

ääOnly humans can make code logic changesOnly humans can make code logic changes

Now you know enough to do it!Now you know enough to do it!Now you know enough to do it!

Agenda Checkpoint: We’re Finished!Agenda Checkpoint: We’re Finished!
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Call to ActionCall to Action

llGet the Win64 Platform SDKGet the Win64 Platform SDK

ll Learn about your source code – it Learn about your source code – it willwill surprise you surprise you

llUse the migration scripts and make them your ownUse the migration scripts and make them your own

ll Sell more by being Sell more by being earlyearly, but , but timelytimely, to market, to market

Pick some favorite small tool and migrate it to IA-64 as
soon as you get out of here!

Contact your favorite OS Vendors about IA-64
development kits

Pick some favorite small tool and migrate it to IA-64 asPick some favorite small tool and migrate it to IA-64 as
soon as you get out of here!soon as you get out of here!

Contact your favorite OS Vendors about IA-64Contact your favorite OS Vendors about IA-64
development kitsdevelopment kits

Getting Software Ready for IA-64Getting Software Ready for IA-64
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CollateralCollateral
Some sources of added/updated informationSome sources of added/updated information
ll Intel IA-64 informationIntel IA-64 information

uu “IA-64 Application Developer’s Guide,” Intel Literature order“IA-64 Application Developer’s Guide,” Intel Literature order
# 245188-001# 245188-001

uu “IA-64 Software Conventions and Runtime Architecture Guide”,“IA-64 Software Conventions and Runtime Architecture Guide”,
Intel Literature order # 245256-001Intel Literature order # 245256-001

uu http://developer.http://developer.intelintel.com/design/ia64.com/design/ia64

llUNIX I32,LP64 rationale:UNIX I32,LP64 rationale:
uu http://www.http://www.opengroupopengroup.org/public/tech/aspen/lp64_.org/public/tech/aspen/lp64_wpwp..htmhtm

llWindows “win64” Programming informationWindows “win64” Programming information
uu http://http://msdnmsdn..microsoftmicrosoft.com/library/.com/library/sdkdocsdkdoc//buildappbuildapp/64bitwin_410z./64bitwin_410z.htmhtm

Much information now availableMuch information now availableMuch information now available
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ContactsContacts
llYour Intel Your Intel ““ SRMSRM””  or  or ““ AMAM””

(Field Application Engineering Facilitators)(Field Application Engineering Facilitators)

ll IntelIntel ’’s Developer Web Site:s Developer Web Site:
http://developer.http://developer.intelintel.com.com
uu hardware hardware andand software information software information

llAuthorAuthor
nn jamesjames.d..d.howardhoward@@intelintel.com.com


